TRIPLE TRAIL CHALLENGE
RACER HANDBOOK
AS OF 1.18.18
Welcome to the Triple Trail Challenge
presented by Jaybird providing incredible,
customizable sound while running.
While we have provided some specific notes below on the series. Please be
sure to read through each individual racer handbook so you can be sure to
have all the details for each stage.

TRIPLE TRAIL CHALLENGE JACKETS
• If you are a new/first-time participant to the series, we will size you
for your jacket at bib pickup at the first stage (Round Valley Rambler).
• If you are a returning participant and already have a jacket, please
bring your jacket (labeled with your name and phone number) to bib
pickup at the first stage (Round Valley Rambler). An easy way to label
your jacket is to simply put a business card in a pocket.
Jackets will be handed out at the finish of the final stage (Mid Mountain
Marathon). Look for the TTC Tent and come claim your reward for an
amazing accomplishment!

Remember you need to have a finish time for
all three stages to receive your jacket.

RESULTS / AWARDS
Following each race, we will post current standing on the Mountain Trails
Foundation website under the Triple Trail Challenge event.
Awards for the top three finishers men/women will be handed out at the
finish of the final stage – Mind Mountain Marathon.
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WHAT HAPPENS IF I MISS A STAGE?
We get it - life happens and you might miss a stage. Here are some things
you need to know if this happens:
• You are not eligible to receive your TTC Jacket
• If you are a returning participant, we will have your jacket at the
finish of the Mid Mountain Marathon, but please note your jacket will
have the 2018 logo on it. Jackets are embroidered following the first
stage
• If you miss a stage you can still run the other two, you are just not
eligible for your TTC Jacket

LODGING
Mountain Trails has partnered with Stay Park City, the official lodging
provider of the race and the Mountain Trails Foundation, to provide a
handpicked selection of the best lodging at the guaranteed lowest rates.
While saving and receiving the local scoop, you can also feel good about
booking your lodging here as a portion of all bookings go back to support
and sustain the not-for-profit Mountain Trails Foundation.
Traveling with a group? Our reservation specialists can help you find the best
options to keep the team together. Be sure to book early for the absolute
lowest rates and best availability. Call us at 888-754-3279.
http://mountaintrails.org/event-race-mtf/triple-trail-challenge
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